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I AM the Open Book 

 

 The concentrated globules of love, as crystals flowing 
now from God’s heart through my heart and through the 
heart of the messenger, are spiraling to your heart and to the 
heart of every son and daughter of God on earth who is being 
anointed to receive a portion of the flame of Mother.  

 The Mother is the blue lightning of the sacred Word. The 
Mother is the sheath of faith. The Mother is the great sphere 
of white fire that rolls across a cosmos into your midst.  

 I do not speak to you of that which I am speaking at inner 
levels. I speak to you, then, on two tracks—the one for only 
your soul to hear; the other for the engaging of your outer 
mind in the flow of cosmic energy. I convey a mantle, a 
momentum of God-energy. 

 I AM John with Christ in the City Foursquare. I keep the 
flame of the Holy Spirit on the west side of America, and the 
lambs of God pass through my heart in love, in freedom… 
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Souls of light are seeking the advanced spiritual training 

intuitively remembered from the ancient mystery schools. There  
is a dynamic spiritual formula taught in these mystery schools 

through the ages: you ascend through the heart! Today, 
 the ascended masters come to reveal this advanced wisdom. 
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I AM the Open Book

I AM John of the Open Book, and I write upon the page 

of the Book of Life.  I write a chapter in the life of the children 

of God, and I write as it is given to me of my Lord to write.

It is the chapter of the exaltation of the Woman and the 

crown of life and of the Divine Manchild. With my pen I write 

the law of the children of Israel and I proclaim the people 

of light, both Christian and Jew, the inheritors of the tradi-

tion of the great revelation of Alpha and Omega.

This nation must no longer be divided North and South, 

East and West, nor by race, nor by religion.  But the plumb 

line of Truth descends and the division is between Light and 

Darkness, and the separation is so that the Darkness might 

be consumed.

Thus the chapter of the exaltation of Woman marks the 

epoch of the rise of the feminine ray in all.  The key is the 

coming of the Mother, the Woman clothed with the Sun as 

your own motherhood, your own divinity in the feminine ray.

And as the Lord showed to me on the Isle of Patmos the 

coming of the Lamb and the Lamb’s wife,1 so he shows me this 

day the entrance of Jesus and Magda into the New Jerusalem.  

All things are of the confluence of the River of Life, and all 

things are come together that the Law might be fulfilled.
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I AM come in the full magnitude of the seventh ray to 

deliver to you the writing that I have written in the Open 

Book.  I come to deliver your just portion of the Law.  And as 

I speak, the angel of the Lord does come to sound the sound 

of Gabriel and the annunciation of your soul’s reunion with 

the One.

I speak of simple truth.  I interpret the geometry of truth.  

I touch your innermost being.  I release the mystical fires of 

love.  I prepare you for the coming of Mother Omega.  I clear 

the channels for the great flow of the River of Life.

I AM in the crystal of the Mother.  I AM in the victory of 

the One. I AM in the blue chakra, the setting sun.  The setting 

sun is the sun of Omega that draws you to eternity, to its 

spirals, to its unity.

The concentrated globules of love, as crystals flowing 

now from God’s heart through my heart and through the 

heart of the messenger, are spiraling to your heart and to the 

heart of every son and daughter of God on earth who is 

being anointed to receive a portion of the flame of Mother.

The Mother is the blue lightning of the sacred Word.  

The Mother is the sheath of faith.  The Mother is the great 

sphere of white fire that rolls across a cosmos into your midst.

I do not speak to you of that which I am speaking at 

inner levels.  I speak to you, then, on two tracks—the one for 

only your soul to hear; the other for the engaging of your 

outer mind in the flow of cosmic energy.  I convey a mantle,  

a momentum of God-energy.

I AM John with Christ in the City Foursquare.  I keep the 

flame of the Holy Spirit on the west side of America, and the 

lambs of God pass through my heart in love, in freedom to 

behold the Open Door of the Christ.  I AM the Open Book.  

Christ is the Open Door.  You, then, must be as Mother— 

the open heart to all evolutions of earth.
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I transfer the light of Mother to the heart of Buddha.  

I transfer the light of Buddha to the heart of Mother.  I do 

not impress you with profundities.  I impress you with light.

I AM the alchemy of love.  I AM forming and reforming 

in you the perfect image of the Christ now reflected in the 

reflecting pool of the soul.  Look into the pool of the soul 

and behold your own Christ Self.  Behold the risen Christ.  

Walk in his image.  Walk in his way.  Walk in his truth.  Walk in 

his life.  Move with the reflection, and be always like unto the 

reflection of the Christ.

Now my angels gather in great companies of love rays on 

the four sides of the city.  Now gather the angels of Omega.  

Now advance the seven archangels and legions of the hosts 

of the Lord.  Now gather the legions of the Elohim, and a 

mighty forcefield is prepared for the coming of Omega.

Omega steps forth from out the white-fire core of the 

Great Central Sun.  She comes in a fiery chariot—like the 

fiery chariot that bore Elijah2—to her throne.

Omega approaches this galaxy and this system of worlds.  

Our Cosmic Mother will position herself in a certain force-

field deemed by her to be the lowest level to which her light 

may descend.  And from that point our Mother will arc the 

light to the heart of the waiting Mother.

Now the heart of the waiting Mother is expanded and 

the threefold flame is expanded to receive and transmit the 

currents of Omega.

There must be absolute silence within this hall for 

 Omega’s coming.  Therefore at the conclusion of my dicta-

tion, all who will not remain silent may remove themselves.  

For the expansion of the energies of the heart is sustained 

by angels who attend the Holy of Holies, and a ring of fire 

now surrounds the waiting Mother.

As the forcefield is intensified, legions of angels from out 

the galaxies have gathered for the coming of Omega.  For 

this event marks the lowering of the Cosmic Mother’s energy 

into octaves of Mater, which have heretofore not been pene-

trated by Omega for aeons. It is for the culmination of the age.  

It is the lowering of the ladder, the rope ladder of the Mother 

so that her children might reach up and seize it and climb 

the initiation of the ascension into the white-fire core of the 

Great Central Sun.

It is for this reason that the Buddha Padma Sambhava 

transferred to the Mother the mantle of Guru,3 that the open 

door of hierarchs East and West might be through her heart.  

For her heart tie to Omega is a sustaining grace for all chil-

dren of light on earth.  Thus the mantle of the Guru, which 

she wears, is indeed the open door to the Cosmic Virgin—

the open door that no man can shut.4

Let all who perceive this mystery and understand the law 

of hierarchy recognize the great opportunity of the hour to 

bypass many rings—many rings of consciousness inordinate, 

misqualified, and to enter in through the straight gate of the 

tie to hierarchy.

Omega comes so that you might come Home. Hierarchy 

has demonstrated great dispensations in this retreat.  It is 

now upon our brothers and sisters upon earth to respond 

with the greatest love the world has ever known for the 

redemption of earth by love.

Only love can redeem the earth.  Let all of your days and 

all of your nights be for loving earth free, and thus save your 

soul and the souls of billions for eternity.

Be God.  Divorce yourself from the lesser self.  Be unpos-

sessing, unpossessed.  Be nonattached yet all-attached to love.  

Be desireless yet in the full desiring to be love, and to love, 
and to love, and to love, and to love, and to love.
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“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All the World to Manifest as Pearls of Wisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by John the Beloved was deliv-
ered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare 
Prophet on Monday, July 4, 1977, during the Only Love conference, 
held in Pasadena, California. (1) The Lord showed to me on the Isle 
of Patmos. John is referring to the Book of Revelation, which he 
received from Jesus on the Isle of Patmos. See Rev. 7:17; 19:7; 21:9; 
22:1. (2) II Kings 2:11–13. (3) The mantle of the Guru. On July 2, 1977, 
the beloved Padma Sambava transferred the mantle of the Guru to the 
messenger, saying: “I AM Padma Sambhava. I AM the fullness of the 
Buddhic light. I AM the one who comes with Gautama in adoration of 
Mother. The Gurus ascended and unascended converge at the point of 
light that is the descent from the point of Father to the point of Mother. 
In other words, precious hearts, the common meeting ground of our 
consciousness is the white light of Mother. This is why ascended masters 
and unascended masters work hand in hand in this age of Aquarius. 
Think not, then, that the Mother has come to distort or to steal the light 
or the Word of the Great Teachers of all mankind. This is the Great 
Synthesis that can come only through that Mother flame. Therefore 
I make known to you the dispensation of God, the Great Guru, and of 
all Gurus who serve to represent him—that although for many a month 
and many a year the Mother of the Flame has resisted the appellation 
‘Guru,’ we shall not permit it any longer. For the mantle must be upon 
the feminine incarnation, and because there are many changes taking 
place in the forcefield of earth, we must have, then, the acknowledg-
ment of the open door of Guru through a Mother. Heretofore you have 
heard it told that the  messenger is the representative of the Gurus who 
are the ascended masters. Now draw nigh to me as I give you the 
mystery: the Mother is still the representative of the Gurus, but in the 
transfer of initiation—and very severe initiation of the Gurus that has 
been given to her—there has been made possible a more than ordinary 
incarnation of the ascended masters through your messenger. It gives 
me, then, good joy as I am privileged to make known to you that the 
ascended masters come as a living witness to proclaim in this hour that 
the Guru-chela relationship can now be sustained in this octave through 
the flame of the heart of the Mother.” (1984 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 27, 
no. 33A) (4) Rev. 3:8. 

The Mother of the World 
Has Ordained

The Mother of the World has ordained: “Winds, 
gather ye! Snows, gather ye! Birds, hold ye back! Beasts,  
stand ye back!

“No human foot shall set its traces on My Summit.  
The audacity of the dark ones shall not surmount! The 
light of the moon shall not endure! But the sun rays 
shall touch the Peak.

“Sun, guard My Summit, because where else shall 
I keep My Vigil? Never shall beast ascend, nor shall 
human power  prevail!”

Herself,  the Mother of all Being, shall keep Her 
Vigil with a fiery shield.  What glows upon the Summit? 
Why have the whirlwinds assembled a resplendent 
crown?

She, the Great Mother, alone ascended the Summit.  
And none shall follow Her.

Upon the highest summit stands effulgent the 
Mother of the World.  She came forth to smite the dark-
ness.  Why are the enemies fallen? And whither do they 
turn their eyes in desperation? She has cloaked Herself 
in a fiery mantle and encircled Herself in a fiery wall.  
She is our citadel and our striving.

“The Mountain of the Mother extends from the 
earth to the Heavens!” (3x)*

*This decree is printed in the decree book Prayers, Meditations and Dynamic Decrees for Personal 
and World Transformation (#1778), p. 226, no. 15.01.
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